The problem we chose to address is the difficulty in accessing location based content in today’s geocaching apps. Current apps allow users to choose from a list of geocaches and write short comments on their experience finding one.

People who enjoy exploring the world around them, in particular, geocachers and tourists would find the most enjoyment from this application.

Cluz is the solution. By allowing users to place audio tags another aspect of personality and empathy is felt for both parties. This application was designed with geocachers in mind, but has many other potential uses as well.

Geocaching is a real-world treasure hunt. a recreational activity of hunting for and finding a hidden object by means of GPS coordinates.

Creating listening commenting viewing

**Final Prototype**

- current: commenting on tags via server-side hosting with Flask, viewing the map, creating tags and storing on Google Cloud storage, listening to tags.
- future: facebook sdk, notification pop-ups, video tags, offline mode, ability for filtering